Colorado Bighorn Sheep Occupied Habitat and Domestic Sheep Grazing Allotments 2014

Legend

- Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies: Bighorn Sheep Occupied Habitat
- Areas of Overlap Between Bighorn Sheep Occupied Habitat and Fenced BLM Domestic Sheep/Goat Grazing

BLM Domestic Sheep/Goat Grazing

- BLM: Grazing Bills: Included Sheep or Goat Use within All or Part of Allotment/Pasture (Includes Trailing Type Use)
- BLM: Term Grazing Authorizations: Included Sheep or Goat Use within All or Part of Allotment/Pasture (Does Not Include Trailing Type Use)

Land Ownership/Administrative Boundaries

- State Boundaries
- BLM State Office Boundaries
- BLM Field Office Boundaries
- BLM Lands
- Forest Service Lands
- All Other Federal Lands
- Individual state data compiled in cooperation with the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies Wild Sheep Working Group in 2011.

GIS data and products accuracy may vary. They may be developed from sources of differing accuracy, accuracy of original source data or resolution or interpretation, inaccurate coordinate data, or other factors. The accuracy may vary over time as data are updated, modified, replaced, etc. Using GIS products for purposes other than those for which they were created, may yield inaccurate or misleading results.

GIS data and products accuracy may vary. They may be developed from sources of differing accuracy, accuracy of original source data or resolution or interpretation, inaccurate coordinate data, or other factors. The accuracy may vary over time as data are updated, modified, replaced, etc. Using GIS products for purposes other than those for which they were created, may yield inaccurate or misleading results.

The BLM issued grazing bills and allowed domestic sheep or goat use during the 2013 grazing fee year. A bill to graze livestock on public land with livestock is issued on an annual basis.

Data Sources:

- Bighorn Sheep Occupied Habitat: Individual state data compiled in cooperation with the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies Wild Sheep Working Group in 2011.
- BLM: Term Grazing Authorizations: A joint of BLM authorizations (permits, licenses, leases) authorizations issued on an annual basis.
- BLM: Grazing Bills: Included Sheep or Goat Use within All or Part of Allotment/Pasture (Includes Trailing Type Use)
- BLM: Term Grazing Authorizations: Included Sheep or Goat Use within All or Part of Allotment/Pasture (Does Not Include Trailing Type Use)